Block the entry to the boys toilets at the front of the toilet
block. Reopen access to the boys toilets entry at the side
of the toilet block.
Provide a wide concrete pathway between play elements
to ensure clear and easy access to toilets, sports store
and new play elements.

Improve pavement with multiple pits along the toilet block by
installing a concrete path leading to the girls toilets.
Provide an interesting back drop to the play
space with a colourful timber pole maze.

Install gate to restrict access behind buildings.

Demolish and remove existing privacy
screen to boys and girls toilets.
Boundary

Remove and stockpile school bell and extend the
existing brick paving around to the girls
bathrooms, unifying the circulation patterns
around the new play area.

Sandstone is typical of the Sydney region, it is
attractive and great for creating interesting edges.
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I like to play!
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Balance beams and stepping logs constructed from
natural materials present challenges and develop
coordination and confidence
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Create an adventurous play area for imaginative games that will
develop balance and strength.
Mark the entry to the play sequence with a timber bridge and
associated dimensioned sandstone. Play sequence to include
balance beams, timber decks & stepping logs.

Provide seating benches for children
waiting their turn during handball games.
Synthetic grass surfacing.
Keep extent of works clear of existing electrical service
trench.
Synthetic grass is hard wearing and can easily transform asphalt
areas into attractive play spaces

Define spaces with interesting elements made
from natural materials

Timber bridge marks the entry to the play sequence

Synthetic grass can be contoured into mounds,
adding an extra element of fun

Balance beam circuits promote cooperation and
coordination between children

Keep it simple with Rock Grinding!
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Passive play areas are an important element to every playground
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